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ABSTRACT: The mechanism for the redox activity of electroactive
polymers (EAPs) with unconjugated backbones (e.g., polyvinylferrocene,
PVFc) is fundamentally different from that of intrinsically conducting
polymers. Here we investigate, for the first time, the redox transformation
efficiency (RTE) of unconjugated EAPs with discrete electron donor/
acceptors. We find that the RTE of PVFc can be modulated systematically
by incorporation of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) via a facile and controllable
solution process. Furthermore, we show that the improvement in the RTE
of PVFc translated to enhanced performance of PVFc-based applications,
such as energy storage, electrochemically responsive heterogeneous
catalysis, and enzymatic biosensing. Our study provides valuable insights
into the charge transport mechanism of unconjugated EAP/nanocarbon
hybrids and the accelerated electron transfer kinetics by incorporation of
materials with a high density of electronic states near the Fermi level.
Moreover, this report suggests a generalizable strategy to modulate the accessibility and utilization of discrete redox moieties in
unconjugated EAPs through creation of a heterogeneous nanostructure with a polymer-coated porous conducting framework
that will simultaneously facilitate electron and ion transport processes.

■ INTRODUCTION

Electroactive polymers (EAPs) are attracting widespread
interest in many research areas, such as organic electronics,1

molecular sensing,2 energy storage,3 drug delivery,4 and neural
interface technologies.5 Better control over the redox trans-
formation efficiency (RTE) and elucidation of the charge
transport mechanism are the main barriers to such
applications.1−9 EAPs are categorized into two classes:
intrinsically conducting polymers (ICPs) and redox polymers
(RPs).10,11 ICPs, such as polyaniline (PANI), possess
conjugated backbones that undergo redox reactions and exhibit
electron conducting behavior similar to that of metals.10 In
contrast, RPs such as polyvinylferrocene (PVFc) have
unconjugated backbones that do not participate in the redox
transformation; only the pendent, discrete redox moieties can
accept or donate electrons. RPs are localized-state conduc-
tors,10−12 and electron transport occurs through a diffusive
process that relies on sequential electron hopping between
adjacent redox groups and restricted physical motions of
molecular chains.6−9,13

Due to these distinct characteristic differences between ICPs
and RPs, their RTEs should be defined differently. For ICPs,
the parameter adopted for describing the RTE is the fraction
(α) of electronic charge each monomer shares upon oxidation
or the reciprocal of the number of monomer units required to
donate or accept one electron.14−16 As an example, Figure 1a
shows the redox mechanism of PANI and its α number. It

should be noted that there is not a unique α value for each type
of ICP because α, and thus the RTE, depends strongly on the
nature and concentration of dopants associated with the ICP.
Determination of α for ICPs is not trivial and sometimes
requires the use of an internal reference.14−16 For instance, with
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Figure 1. Redox transformation mechanisms of (a) PANI and (b)
PVFc (green and gray boxes indicate active and inert Fc moieties,
respectively). X− denotes a generic counterion.
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certain types of dopants, α values of 0.25, 0.5, and 0.46 have
been reported for thiophene-,14 aniline-,15 and pyrrole16-based
ICPs, respectively, on conversion between certain redox states.
For RPs, identification of α is straightforward since each
monomeric unit contains chemically identifiable redox sites that
can only donate or accept an integer number of electrons. For
instance, when oxidized, one monomeric unit in PVFc carries
one electron and thus for this polymer α = 1.0.
In the case of RPs, another important but overlooked

property that governs the RTE is the fraction of “active” redox
centers. Using PVFc as an example, its RTE should be
described by the ratio of the active to the total number of
ferrocene (Fc) moieties (Figure 1b); this ratio is denoted as βFc
hereafter. Not all redox sites are accessible for redox
transformation in RPs. First, RPs have significantly lower
electrical conductivities than do ICPs (e.g., ∼ 10−5−10−7 S/cm
for PVFc17 versus ∼10°−102 S/cm for PANI).18 Second, RP
structures are frequently nonporous, with limited polymer/
electrolyte interfacial contact, which hinders ion intercalation
into the polymer film; such intercalation is necessary to effect
the redox reactions.9,19,20

Here we find that incorporation of carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) within PVFc films permits systematic modulation of
the RTE of PVFc (i.e., βFc) as a function of the CNT-to-
polymer mass ratio (rC/P) and that, mechanistically, charge
transport in PVFc/CNT hybrids occurs predominantly via
electron hopping between adjacent Fc sites. Moreover, we
show that enhancement in βFc translates into improved
performance in several PVFc-based electrochemical applica-
tions, including Faradaic energy storage, electrochemically
responsive heterogeneous catalysis (ERHC),21 and redox
moiety-mediated enzymatic sensing.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Enhanced Redox Transformation Efficiency. PVFc/
CNT hybrids with various rC/P were prepared by a facile
solution process22 (Supporting Information (SI) S1.3) that
exploits the π-stacking interaction between Fc and CNTs.23

Figure 2a shows βFc, determined using chronoamperometry (SI
S2), as a function of rC/P. βFc increased monotonically with rC/P
between 0 and 0.4, suggesting a series of intermediate levels of
accessibility of the Fc moieties. βFc appeared to reach a
maximum value of ∼0.67 with rC/P = 0.4. The observed increase
in βFc may be attributed to (i) significantly enhanced electrical
conductivities upon addition of CNTs (107-fold increase with
rC/P going from 0 to 0.2, Figure 2b) and (ii) an increasingly
porous nanostructure, as evidenced by the increase in the
specific surface area (SSA) determined by nitrogen adsorption/
desorption isotherm measurements (Figure 2c) and high-
resolution scanning electron microscopy (HRSEM) (Figure
2d); such a porous structure could facilitate ion diffusion and
increase the polymer/solution interfacial area.
Charge Transport Mechanism. A key issue in the

development of EAP systems is the elucidation of the charge
propagation mechanism. For Fc-containing polymeric systems
that display a diffusive charge transport behavior, a quantitative
relationship between the peak current (ip) during cyclic
voltammetric (CV) scans and βFc has been suggested by
Akhoury et al.24 based on the Blauch-Saveant (BS) mean-field
model (see SI S4 for details)25
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where κ, ω, and n are fitting parameters, vs is the CV scan rate,
and δ is the electron hopping distance between redox moieties
(δ = 0.6 nm for Fc24,26). The BS model interrogates the
interdependence of charge propagation between adjacent redox
sites (i.e., electron hopping) and the restricted physical
movement of redox sites due to thermal motion (i.e., bounded
diffusion) to bring the redox sites close enough to permit this
electron hopping. When the physical motion is slow, the charge
propagation occurs mainly via electron hopping. If the density
of redox sites is lower than a critical value so that clusters are
disconnected, charge transport should be impossible. However,
the physical movement of the redox-active sites around their
equilibrium positions, if sufficiently fast, may permit transient
rearrangement of the clusters to bring redox sites within the
electron hopping distance of each other, enabling charge
propagation through bounded diffusion. The first and second
terms in the bracket in eq 1 correspond to the bounded
diffusion and electron hopping contributions, respectively.

Figure 2. (a) βFc values as a function of rC/P. (b) Electrical
conductivities of the PVFc/CNT films as a function of rC/P.(c) SSA
as a function of rC/P. (d) HRSEM images of PVFc/CNT hybrids with
various rC/P values.
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To study the charge transport behavior of PVFc/CNT, we
performed CV measurements at different vs. Figure 3a shows

the CV profiles at various scan rates for a PVFc/CNT hybrid
with rC/P = 0.05. When vs increased, the anodic and cathodic
peak potentials shifted to more positive and negative positions,
respectively, indicating a resistance-induced potential drop. The
linearity between ip and vs

1/2 (Figure 3b) suggests diffusion-
controlled charge transport. CV profiles and the corresponding

linear relationship between ip and vs
1/2 for several other PVFc/

CNT hybrids with various rC/P values also support this
conclusion (SI S3). Therefore, eq 1 can be used to investigate
the charge propagation mechanism within PVFc/CNT systems.
We fitted all ip − βFc data at different vs using only one set of
parameters (κ, ω, n). Figure 3c depicts the individual
contributions from electron hopping and bounded diffusion
for a representative set of ip − βFc data obtained at vs = 0.25 V/
s. From Figure 3c we conclude that electron hopping is the
dominant charge transport mode in the PVFc/CNT hybrids.
The detailed fitting procedure and data obtained at other vs are
presented in SI S4.
To highlight the importance of enhancing the RTE in RPs,

we show that the improvement in βFc translated to enhanced
performance of PVFc-based energy storage, ERHC, and
enzymatic sensing.

Faradaic Energy Storage. Incorporation of conductive
components (e.g., CNTs) into EAPs (in most cases, ICPs) has
been widely reported to lead to enhanced energy storage
performance of the resulting hybrid materials.27 Because RPs
exhibited fundamentally different redox behaviors from ICPs,
here we devoted our attention to the question as to whether the
RTE of RPs can explain the variation of energy storage
capabilities upon incorporation of CNTs. Since the CV profile
of PVFc (e.g., Figure 3a) showed pronounced redox peaks,
specific capacity (C/g), instead of specific capacitance (F/g),
should be used to describe the charge storage properties of
PVFc.28,29 For ICPs, the theoretical gravimetric specific
capacity (CM, C/g) is CM = αF/Mmon,

14,15 where F is the
Faraday constant and Mmon is the molecular weight of the
monomeric unit. In contrast to ICPs, RPs have unambiguous α
values (α = 1 for PVFc). More importantly, for PVFc, it is βFc,
not α, that dictates the energy storage capabilities. Thus, the
theoretical capacity of PVFc should be expressed as CM = βFcF/
Mmon. For the PVFc/CNT hybrids, allowing also for the
capacitance contribution from CNTs, the total specific capacity
can be calculated as

Figure 3. (a) CNT-background subtracted CV curves for a PVFc/
CNT hybrid (rC/P = 0.05). With the arrow direction, the scan rate is
0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, and 0.35 V/s. (b) Anodic and cathodic peak
currents (open circles) from CV measurements versus the square root
of the scan rate. The solid lines are the linear fits. (c) Experimental ip
− βFc data (black squares) at vs = 0.25 V/s with the best-fit mean field
model described by eq 1 (red line). The green and orange lines show
the individual electron hopping and bounded diffusion contributions,
respectively.

Figure 4. (a) Theoretical capacities of PVFc/CNT hybrids calculated from eq 2, together with the reported values from ref 15. (b) ln mMVK versus
reaction time for PVFc and PVFc/CNT when the potential was programed to be 0.0 or 0.6 V. Inset shows the reaction scheme between MVK and
E2OC. (c) Amperometric responses of GOx-PVFc and GOx-PVFc/CNT at 0.4 V to successive additions of glucose and (d) corresponding
calibration curves (inset shows the low concentration range). (e) UPS spectra for CNTs and GFs near EF, together with Wox(λ, E) for Fc. (f)
kET

CNT/kET
GF versus η for three different λ values (0.3, 0.5, and 0.8 eV).
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where CCNT is the specific capacitance of CNTs (16 F/g for the
sample used here), and ΔV is the potential range. For PVFc,
Mmon = 212.07 g/mol and ΔV = 0.6 V. Figure 4a depicts the
theoretical capacities (red squares) calculated from eq 2,
together with the previously measured values (black circles).22

These two sets of data are in general agreement, indicating that
the rC/P − βFc relationship explains the composition-dependent
energy storage performance of PVFc/CNT hybrids.
Electrochemically Responsive Heterogeneous Catal-

ysis. ERHC is a method to control reaction kinetics by using
electrochemical potential to manipulate the concentration of
catalytically active sites. For PVFc-based ERHC systems, the
number of active Fc molecules should play an important role in
the catalytic performance. The model reaction we chose for
comparing the ERHC performance of PVFc/CNT and PVFc
systems is the Michael reaction of ethyl-2-oxycyclopentane
carboxylate (E2OC) and methyl vinyl ketone (MVK) (Figure
4b inset), which is pseudo-first-order in MVK.30 The oxidized
form of Fc (i.e., ferrocenium) acts as a Lewis acid to catalyze
this reaction, whereas Fc, in the reduced form, exhibits no such
activity.30 As is the convention in heterogeneous catalysis, the
reaction rate is expressed as moles of reactants consumed per
unit catalyst mass.31 Here the rate law is expressed as −r (mol/
(g catalyst·min)) = −dmMVK/dt = kappmMVK, where mMVK (mol/
g) is the MVK concentration normalized to the PVFc mass, and
kapp is the apparent rate constant (min−1). Figure 4b shows ln
mMVK versus the reaction time using PVFc/CNT (rC/P = 0.3) or
PVFc alone as the ERHC-type catalyst; the polymer mass was
the same in both systems. When we applied a potential of 0.0 V
(reduced state), mMVK did not change over time. By contrast,
when the potential was increased to 0.6 V (oxidized state),
mMVK decreased significantly. The difference in reaction kinetics
when applying different potentials indicates the electrochemi-
cally controlled catalytic activities for both PVFc and PVFc/
CNT. More importantly, at 0.6 V, mMVK decayed faster with
PVFc/CNT than with PVFc. The faster decay is indicative of
the accelerated kinetics using PVFc/CNT, which contains more
accessible Fc sites. For PVFc, with four independent measure-
ments we determined that kapp

0.6 V = (4.1 ± 0.7) × 10−3 min−1,
whereas for PVFc/CNT, we obtained a larger value for kapp

0.6 V

of (11.5 ± 1.2) × 10−3 min−1.
Redox Moiety-Mediated Enzymatic Sensing. For

enzymatic biosensing, electron transfer between an enzyme
and an electrode surface is often hindered by the insulating
protein shell around the metal center of the enzyme, such as is
the case in glucose oxidase (GOx)-based sensing.32 Fc can
function as a redox mediator to facilitate the electron transfer
process between GOx and electrodes (for details, see SI S1.5).
To explore the effects of RTE of PVFc on sensing, we prepared
two different types of glucose sensors by immobilizing GOx
onto PVFc or PVFc/CNT (rC/P = 0.2) electrodes, denoted as
GOx-PVFc and GOx-PVFc/CNT, respectively. Figure 4c
shows that, compared to GOx-PVFc, GOx-PVFc/CNT
exhibited significantly higher current responses to successive
additions of glucose from 0.1 to 14 mM. The calibration curves
(Figure 4d) show that the sensitivity was significantly higher
when using GOx-PVFc/CNT (4.79 μA/cm2/mM) than GOx-
PVFc (0.51 μA/cm2/mM). The detection limits of GOx-PVFc/
CNT and GOx-PVFc, determined at a signal-to-noise ratio of 3
(SI S1.5), were 0.013 and 0.17 mM, respectively. One

explanation for this improved sensing performance in GOx-
PVFc/CNT is that a higher βFc permits a more efficient
mediation process because more active Fc moieties are
accessible for communicating electrons with GOx.
Another important factor may be the enhanced electron

transfer kinetics between Fc and the electrode; it has been
found that a faster electron transfer process with Fc redox
mediators in GOx-based sensors leads to improved sensing
performance.33 Also, an understanding of the effects of
incorporating nanotubes into PVFc on heterogeneous electron
transfer kinetics may be of importance for other applications
involving Fc electrochemistry, such as dye sensitized solar
cells34 and Faradaic energy storage devices.22 We suspect that
accelerated electron transfer may occur in GOx-PVFc/CNT
due to the incorporation of CNTs that are rich in π-electrons
and have a high density of electronic states (DOS) near the
Fermi level (EF). In GOx-PVFc, without CNTs, slower electron
transfer occurs between Fc and the graphite fiber (GF)
substrate, which presumably exhibits a lower DOS near EF (ρF).
To elucidate the electron transfer kinetics quantitatively, we
performed calculations using the Gerisher-Marcus (GM)
theory, according to which

∫ξ θ ρ λ=
−∞

∞
k E f E E W E dE( ) ( ) ( ) ( , )ET F ox (3)
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where kET is the electron transfer rate constant, ξ is the
prefactor, θ(E) is the proportionality function, ρF(E) is the
DOS near EF, f(E) is the Fermi−Dirac distribution, Wox(λ, E) is
the energy distribution function of the unoccupied states of Fc/
Fc+, kB is the Boltzmann constant, EF,redox is the Fermi level of
Fc/Fc+, and λ is the solvent reorganization energy for Fc, which
ranges from 0.3 to 1 eV.35 Usually it is assumed that θ(E) is
independent of energy, and ξ is not specific to CNTs or
GFs,36,37 and hence that they cancel out when we calculate the
relative rate constants. ρF for CNTs and GFs was approximated
by the intensities of the valence bands near EF, measured by
ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS). Figure 4e
depicts the detailed UPS spectra near EF of CNTs and GFs,
together with Wox for Fc. The overall UPS spectra and the
energy diagrams of CNTs, GFs, and Fc are presented in SI S5.
It is evident that CNTs exhibit a significantly higher ρF than do
GFs. The ratios of the calculated rate constants obtained with
CNTs and GFs (kET

CNT/kET
GF) as a function of overpotential

(η) at three different λ values (0.3, 0.5, and 0.8 eV) are shown
in Figure 4f. These results indicate that, relative to the kET
values for GFs, those for CNTs are ∼5.5−7.5-fold larger for η
ranging from 0 to 1 eV.

■ CONCLUSIONS
This study investigates, for the first time, the RTE of
unconjugated EAPs with discrete electron donor/acceptors.
We report an effective method to improve the RTE of RPs by
incorporating conductive nanomaterials and highlight the
significance of enhancing RTE in several important electro-
chemical processes. With controllable electrochemical activities
and ease of fabrication via a facile, scalable solution process, the
PVFc/CNT hybrids may find a variety of applications, while
the redox transformation efficiency of ferrocene governs device
performance.
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Our study also provides useful insights into the charge
transport mechanism of RP/carbon hybrids and the accelerated
ET kinetics by incorporation of materials with a high DOS near
EF. Other types of carbon materials with tunable electronic
structure38,39 could also be combined with RPs to manipulate
their RTE, suggestive of potential design flexibility.
Furthermore, this report suggests an important and general-

izable strategy to modulate the accessibility and utilization of
redox moieties in RP systems through creation of a
heterogeneous nanostructure with a RP-coated porous
conducting framework that will simultaneously facilitate
electron and ion transport processes. The conductive scaffold
provides efficient electron-conducting pathways. The nano-
porous architecture serves to (i) reduce significantly ion
diffusion length scales and (ii) increase the RP/solution
interfacial area to make more redox moieties accessible for
electrochemical transformation. Hence we expect that other
nanostructured RP/conductor hybrids, such as electrochemi-
cally constructed RP/ICP nanocomposites,40 may also display
enhanced RTE and thus, potentially, could be used for a myriad
of applications, such as energy storage, ERHC, and biosensing.
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